International Center presents
GLOBAL TALENT SHOW 2017

HOSTS
Kshitija Kulkarni
Haiyun Chen

1. **Bikramjeet Sardar**
Mashup of artist Ed Sheeran and a Bollywood hit along with rap influences.

2. **Desi Pataka**
Bollywood style dance that depicts some traditional and regional art.

3. **Arturo & Parul**
A ballroom dance showcase of Zouk-Lambada, a style that originates from Brazil.

4. **Habesha Student Union**
Traditional Eritrean and Ethiopian dances.

5. **Orod Kaveh**
An Iranian Opera singer, singing nostalgic American song.

6. **Indian Students Association**
A musical skit about an Indian American and his travels through India.

7. **VINCEF**
A dance interpretation of the Tale of the Sea Village, about childhood sweethearts.

8. **Team Biryani**
A blend of Hindustani classical, Carnatic classical, and Indian film music.

9. **Zohre R. Mojaveri**
A Persian singer singing a famous Iranian song about political and social issues.

10. **Riya Joshi**
A fusion of Indian classical dance form Kathak and Indian Bollywood music.

11. **Jay Chung**
A Taiwanese song about reuniting with, leaving, and being with loved ones.

12. **Bangladesh Student Organization**
A dance demonstrating "Love through Diversity" where love has no boundaries.
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